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Barnacles (Cirripedia, Balanomorpha) in Belgian waters, an overview 
of the species and recent evolutions, with emphasis on exotic species 

F. KERCKHOF 

Abstract 

In the present article an overview is g iven of all the recent Cin·ipedia 
Balanomorpha mentioned for Belg ian waters with an appraisal of their 
present status and possible new evolutions. Historical data are re
viewed, and completed with data from recent research and additional 
fie ldwork. 

A recent and remarkable increase of the number of species belonging 
to the Belgian fauna was noted. The causes for this augmentation are 
discussed. ' · 

Although some other species were mentioned, it appears that only 3 
species were common in Belgium until World War II : Semibalanus 
balanoides, Balanus crena/us and B. improvisus. The former 2 are 
boreo-arctic species and can be considered as indigenous to the region. 
The latter is probably an early immigrant into European waters. During 
World War II , the New Zealand barnacle Elminius modes/us reached 
Europe as fouling on ships of the Allied Powers. Nowadays, this 
species is the most common barnac le in Belg ian waters. In 1996, B. 
amphitrite was discovered at several places along the Belgian coast. 
This cosmopolitan warm water species is now common in suitable 
habitats. During a recent study from buoys off the Belgian coast, 6 
additional species were found: B. reliculatus, B. variegatus, B. trigo
mts, Megabalanus coccopoma and M. tintinnabulum, which are mainly 
cosmopol itan species living in tropical or warm temperate waters, and 
B. pe1joratus, a Lusitanean species apparently spreading to the south. 
For the time being these species are still rare and their occurrence is 
restricted to the specific habitat of the offshore buoys. 

Introduction 

The most recent checklist of the Belgian cirriped fauna 
(VAN FRAUSUM 1989) enumerates only five Balanomor
pha: Elminius modestus (DARWIN, 1854), Semibalanus 
balanoides (LINNAEUS, 1767), Balanus crenatus BRU
GUIER.E, 1789, B. improvisus DARWIN, 1854, and B. bala
nus (LINNEAUS, 1758). In a recent study of the barnacle 
fauna occurring on buoys off the Belgian coast, KERCK
HOF & CATTRJJSSE (2002) found not less than II species, 
severa l new to the Belgian fauna, some even new to the 
North Sea. Of this II species, only 2 are definitely native 
to the Belgian fauna. 

All over the world 's seas many barnacle species are 
extending their geographical range, spreading to regions 
where they did not occur before (ZULLO 1992). The main 
cause of this phenomenon is shipping. With the increase 
of transcontinental shipping activities, the dispersion 
probability of species augmented. As a resul t, many 

exotic species reached European waters, as fouling, in 
ballast or bilge water, or in association with aquaculture 
activities. Especially barnacles, well-known fouling spe
cies, took advantage of the opportunity to reach new 
regions which they successfully colonised (BISHOP 
1951 , SOUTHWARD 1975). As NEWMAN & ROSS (1976) 
stated: "we are living in the age of barnacles" . 

But the augmentation of the species number has also to 
do with recent climatic changes favouring the establish
ment of warm water species, the investigation of special 
habitats like buoys and harbours and a better taxonomic 
insight. 

Given the recent evolutions within the Balanomorpha 
and their world-wide expansion, more changes in the 
Belgian balanomorph barnacle fauna could be expected. 

Historical overview 

Who ever wants to study bamacles cannot disregard " A 
monograph on the subclass Cirripedia" by DARWIN 
(1854). In this monumental work, DARWIN presents de
tailed descriptions of ·all species known to him at that 
time, including many new ones. Until this milestone 
publication, reliable records of even common species 
were scarce. Due to the difficult accessibility of this 
publication, it lasted m1til 1895 before the 3 most com
mon species occmTing in Belgian waters were properly 
recognised. 

From the dish·ibution given by DARWIN ( 1854) for 
several species, it is possible to conclude that some of 
them are likely to occur in the North Sea, thus also along 
the Belgian coast. For one species, the newly described 
Balanus improvisus (DARWIN, 1854), he mentions, though 
with a question mark, the presence in Belgium. However, 
VAN BEN EDEN ( 186 1 ), who was the first to give a list of 
the Belgian crustacean fauna, only mentions one balano
morph species narnely Balanus ovularis. As he had no 
access to the work of Darwin, he clearly mixed up under 
this name at least S. balanoides and B. crenatus. Subse
quently, PELSENEER (188 1a & b, 1882) added two more 
species namely B. pei:f'oratus BRUGUIERE, L 789 and 
Megabalanus tintinnabulum (LINNEAUS, 1758). As he 
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too did not have the publication of DARWIN at his dis
posal, he stated that he was not able to distinguish be
tween the white intertidal species, although he noticed the 
occurrence of several species. 

Next, LAMEERE (1895) listed four species. He was the 
first to make the difference between S. balanoides (LIN
NEAUS 1758), B. crenatus BRUGUIERE, 1789 and B. im
provisus, being the 3 common intertidal species occurring 
at that time. In addition, he also included B. balanus. In 
his checklist of the Dutch and Belgian fauna, MAITLAND 
( 1897) made some sort of synthesis, including all the 
species being known to him at that time from the coasts 
of Belgium and the Netherlands. For this compilation, he 
heavily relayed on work done by HOEK (1876) for the 
Dutch bamacle fauna . Considering the Belgian fauna, he 
simply listed all the species mentioned in former publica
tions. Thus, he enumerated seven species for the southem 
North Sea. Besides the species already mentioned above, 
he added Chirona (Balanus) hameri (ASCANIUS, 1767). 
MAITLAND noted however that B. pe~:foratus was only 
known from Belgium and that /vi. tintinnabulum and C. 
hameri were only occasional records. 

In the first half of the 20th century, the Belgian bamacle 
fauna received little or no attention. Dming World Wai·II , 
there was the introduction of the New Zealand bamacle 
Elminius modestus (DARWIN, 1854) in Europe (BISHOP 
1947, CRISP 1958). This species rapidly spread along 
the European coasts in the next decades. LELOUP & 
LEFEVERE ( 1952) con finned its presence in Belgian 
waters. Next, VAN FRAUSUM ( 1989), who produced the 
most recent checklist of the Belgian.cirriped fauna, listed 
only five balanomorph species: E. modestus, S. bala
noides, B. crenatus, B. improvisus, and B. balanus. She 
based her checklist on samples collected during a survey 
along the Belgian coast in 1985 and on the collections of 
the Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences. After the 
publication of the checklist by VAN FRAUSUM ( 1989), 
KERCKHOF (1997) discovered yet another exotic species: 
Balanus amphitrite DARWIN, 1854. Finally, in their recent 
study of the barnacle fauna occuning on buoys off the 
Belgian coast, canied out between November 1997 and 
November 1999, KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE (2002) found 
II species. 

In addition to the more usual hard substrates like 
harbours, groins, buoys, etc., one very specific habitat 
has to be mentioned: floating objects. They form a very 
suitable habitat for bamacles and provide a way for their 
spreading. Many such objects can be found on Belgian 
beaches originating from the region itself or coming from 
farther away. Some of the species mentioned above are 
common on these floating objects. Apparently, no exotic 
spec ies have been encountered on them, but during the 
last decades there were several findings of Solidobalanus 
fell/ax (BROCH, 1927) (KERCKHOF 1997a & b). 

This raises the maximum number of bamacle species 
effective ly found or mentioned as possibly occurring in 
Belgian waters to 14. lt is clear that not all of them belong 
to the Belgian fauna. [n the following, the current status 
of the Balanomorpha in Belgian waters is reviewed. The 

boundaries of the Belgian waters used here coincide with 
these of the Belgian Continental Shelf as defined under 
the 1982 Law of the Sea Convention (MAES et a!. 2000). 
They slightly differ from the ones often used in earlier 
publications on the Belgian marine fauna, e.g. BACKELJAU 
( 1986). On the other hand, a certain species is considered 
as effectively belonging to the Belgian fauna, if it occurs 
within the 12 nautical mile limit zone (approximately 
22 km), i.e. the Belgian territorial sea. 

Chirona hameri (ASCANIUS, I 767) 

C. hameri is a North Atlantic deepwater species 
(N EWMAN & Ross 1976, Zullo 1979). NILSSON-CANTELL 
( 1978), who gives more detailed spreading charts for the 
North Sea, indicates its occurrence in the southem North 
Sea namely the Pas de Calais near Belgian waters and off 
the Dutch Wadden Islands. 

Although not explicitly stated by MAITLAND (1897), C. 
hameri was at that time only known from two records of 
specimens washed ashore on the northern Dutch coast 
(HOEK 1876). Apart from this early record, there were 
some findings on northem Dutch beaches dming the 20th 
century, particularly in the 1970's, almost all from the 
Wadden Islands. As HUWAE ( 1985) stated, C. hameri 
clearly belongs to the so called trawler-fauna, being 
species which are occasionally brought in by fishermen . 
Since NILSSON-CANTELL (1978) probably only used those 
published records of specimens washed ashore and pre
sumably originating from trawlers , the indication of this 
species as occurring in the southern N01th Sea is incor
rect. 

To my knowledge, there are no observations of this 
species neither on Belgian beaches nor in Belgian waters. 
Moreover, during the last century, Belgian fishem1en 
presumably brought in C. hameri only rarely. Although 
it is present in collections of naturalia related to the 
fisheries (e.g. fom1er collection Paster Pype, collection 
van Outryve, Oostende ), I have never seen any in the last 
decades. 

This species clearly doesn ' t belong to the Belgian 
fauna and apparently wi ll not be found in Belgian waters. 

Balanus balanus (LtNNAEUS, 1788) 

This is mainly an arctic boreal deepwater species, 
although it can occm into the lower third of the intertidal 
zone. Its distribution encloses the North Atlantic and 
North Pacific (N EWMAN & Ross 1976, Zullo 1979). Ac
cording to the charts given by NILSSON-CANTELL ( 1978), 
the distribution of this species is mainly restricted to the 
central and northern patis of the North Sea and the east 
coasts of Great Bri tain . Although absent from the south
ern North Sea, NILSSON-CANTELL ( 1978) gives an, appar
ently verified, record from the Pas de Calais. However, 
GLA<;:ON ( 197 1) does not mention this spec ies neither in 
the fauna of the Boulonnais coast and the eastern Chan
nel , nor in the subsequent additions. 

B. balanus is first mentioned by LAMEERE ( 1895): " on 
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shells, uncommon" . This species was also collected 
farther offshore by GILSON during his sampling cam
paigns "Explorations de Ia Mer" in the early 19 hun
dreds. The collection of the Royal Belgian Institute of 
Natural Sciences contains only a few specimens from 
GILSON's campaigns dating from the beginning of the 
19111 centl.uy. It is not clear yet if these samples are really 
originating from Belgian waters but VAN FRAUSUM 
(1989) added this species to her li st. 

There is a possibility that this species might be present 
farther offshore on big shells or stones, for example on 
the boulders or pebbles of the Hinder Banks area, but this 
needs to be further investigated. 

Wall plates of this species are present in many of the 
sediment samples taken off the Belgian coast (own obs.). 
This is probably transported or reworked (fossil?) materi
al. 

LAMEERE (1895) listed the species probably because at 
that time fishermen brought it to the Belgian coast. In the 
early 19 hundreds, fishermen often cleaned their nets on 
the beaches. It was often present in older collections of 
naturalia related to the fisheries, mainly on large shel ls 
such as Pecten maximus or Neptunea antiqua. However, 
to my knowledge, it has never been found washed ashore; · 
certainly not in the past decades. Nowadays trawlers, 
before interring into port, clean their nets and decks 
farther offshore, reducing the chance to find specimens 
of B. balanus on the Belgian beaches. H uw AE (I 985) also 
states that this species belongs to the so-ca lled trawler
fauna . 

However, there is one autochthonous. Dutch record of 
B. balanus (FAASSE 1990). He found a large specimen at 
ve1y low tide on a basalt stone of a large groin in 
Vlissingen, near the entrance to the Western Scheidt 
estl.Imy. 

The species has never been found on floating objects 
reaching the Belgian coast neither was it present on the 
buoys. So far it has not been found on wrecks off the 
Belgian coast. 

Since this species apparently does not live within the 
12 nautical mile zone, B. balanus does not belong to the 
Belgian fauna. 

Balanus crenatus BRUGUIERE, 1789 

This is a boreal species distributed in the North Pacific 
and the North Atlantic (N EWMAN & Ross 1976). It has a 
simi lar distribution as B. balanus, a species it is often 
associated with. 

B. crenatus prefers fu lly marine conditions and can not 
withstand long periods of emersion. 

A lthough one of the common species a long the Belgian 
coast and in the North Sea, B. crenatus is only first 
mentioned by LAMEERE ( 1895): " on crabs, she lls and 
stones at a certain depth, common" . However it was 
recognised already earli er from the Dutch coast, e.g. 
HOEK ( 1876) . 

In Belgian waters it is usually found low in the inter
tida l zone and in submersed conditions, in waters w ith 

high salinity. Along the Belgian coast, B. crenatus is ve1y 
common on the various, mainly artificial hard substrata, 
fanning a specific zone and replacing Semibalanus bala
noides. Further, B. crenatus is probably the only common 
subtidal barnacle in Belgian waters. It is a member of the 
offshore pebble and boulder community, but it also lives 
on a variety of other suitable subtidal hard substrata such 
as wrecks, shells, crustacean carapaces ai1d even ·B1yozoa 
such as Flustra fo /iacea and Alcyonidiwn sp. It is com
mon on buoys off the Belgian coast (KERCKHOF & CAT
TRIJSSE 2002), on which it often grows bigger than on the 
subtidal substrata. It is also a common member of the 
fouling community in the Belgian ports and on ships' 
hulls. Finally it can also be found on floating objects 
stranding on the Belgian beaches. 

This species is native to the North Sea and belongs to 
the Belgian fauna. 

Balanus improvisus DARWIN, 1854 

This species is very widespread around the Atlantic and 
has been dispersed by shipping to many parts of the 
world, for example into the Indo Pacific and Australasia. 
As a result, it has now a world-wide distribution in 
tropical and temperate seas (RAINBOW 1984, LEPPAKOSKI 
I 999). 

B. improvisus occurs low on the shore and in the 
sublitoral zone. It is a ve1y euryhaline species able to 
live, at least as an adult, in fully marine as well as in 
nearly freshwater conditions. It prefers permanently sub
mersed locations but is apparently restricted to shallow 
coastal areas or, when occurring farther offshore, to 
floating structures. 

Early reliable records of this species for northwest 
Europe are scarce, in the first place because DARWIN only 
properly recognised and described the species in 1845. 
Moreover, it was difficult for former scientists to distin
guish it from other common white barnacle species oc
CUlTing along the northwe'st European coasts. But surpris
ingly, as already stated above, precisely this species is 
probably the first barnacle ever mentioned for the Belgian 
coast (DARWIN 1854). In t.he Netherlands, B. improvisus 
has been recognised by HOEK ( 1876). As he pointed out, 
the species was a lready recorded from Holland as early as 
in the year 1827. Subsequently, LAMEERE (1895) was the 
first to mention it for the Belg ian fauna. 

In Belgian waters, this species is common in harbour 
environments where it is, especia lly on the hulls of yachts 
and other permanently moored vessels and pontoons, 
often the most common barnac le. However, B. improvi
sus suffers now from some competition with (other) al ien 
species such as the recently introduced B. amphitrite and 
Elminius. fn more eshtarine conditions, where it is the 
only barnacle, it can also be found typica lly on submersed 
structures like reed-stems. In the ful ly marine littora l 
region, for example on the groins and dikes, records of 
B. improvisus are very rare, probably due to competition 
with B. crenatus. Only occasionally, some specimens 
were found in the lower regions of groins, nearby har-
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bours (VoLCKAERT, pers. com.). Rather surprisingly, the 
species was often very abundant on several of the studied 
buoys, where it occurs together with Elminius, and/or B. 
crenatus and S. balanoides. The species is sometimes 
present on floating objects mostly originating from near
by estuaries and harbours. 

Considering the question if B. improvisus should be 
regarded as a native species or as introduced to northwest 
Europe, and in particular to the North Sea, some problems 
remain to be solved. 

For a long time B. improvisus has been regarded as 
native to the European fauna by several Dutch, French 
and English workers like BASSINDALE (1964) and HUWAE 
( 1985). It is not mentioned by ENo et a!. ( 1997). But 
recently this species is regarded as introduced, mainly in 
Scandinavian and Baltic publications. In those articles, B. 
improvisus is considered as an introduction from warmer 
seas (BROCJ-1 1924, NILSSON-CANTELL 1978) or from 
(North) America (GISLEN 1950, REISE eta!. 1999, LEPPA
KOSKI 1999). Several other authors, mainly in compilation 
works on introduced species, seem to have adopted this 
view. SOUTHWARD (1958) gives an indication of B. im
provisus being a species possibly originating from war
mer waters and which has adapted to more tem'perate 
conditions. 

However, as older cases are not always well documen
ted, it is often unclear whether a certain species is really 
introduced or not. Moreover, it is often difficult to estab
lish the tme origin and the moment of introduction. The 
problem is that before, and even decades after the pub
lication of the work by DARWIN; the species was not 
properly recognised, as it was difficult to distinguish 
between B. improvisus, B. crenatus and Semibalanus 
balanoides. These are all white, intertidal barnacles of a 
similar size (VAN BEN EDEN 1861, HOEK 1876, PELSENEER 
1882). In particular, B. improvisus is similar in appear
ance to smooth specimens of B. crenatus. 

I recently found B. improvisus to be present in archaeo
logical material , amongst food rests, from Antwerpen, 
Belgium, dating back from the I ih century. This is ear
lier than the data given by Scandinavian authors like 
LEPPAKOSKJ (1999) for the introduction of this species. 
On the other hand I could not ascertain the occurrence of 
B. imf,rovisus in an excavation in Oostende dating from 
the 911 century. However this does not necessarily mean 
that the species was not living at that time in Belgian 
waters or in the broader region of the southern North Sea. 

According to DAVADIE (1963) and NEWMAN & ROSS 
( 1976) there were no reliable fossi I records of B. impro
visus. However, MENESINI & CASELLA ( 1988) found it to 
be present in the Pliocene of the Almeria Province, South
ern Spain. There are apparently no records of the Pliocene 
around Antwerpen although the barnacles of these layers, 
rich in fossils , have not been studied thoroughly. 

Considering the fact that B. impro visus belongs to the 
B. amphitrite group, a group of closely related species 
(H EN RY & MCLAUG HLI N 1975) and well-known foulers 
with a marked preference for ships ' hulls (DARW IN 1854, 
BROCH 1924, BISHOP 1951 , UTINOMI 1960), that are ra-

I' 

pidly spreading all over the world, B. improvisus may 
indeed be an introduced species into European waters. If 
really so, it must have been an early one, probably 
comparable to Mya arenaria LINNEAUS, 1758. This spe
cies invaded the European coast probably between the 
13th and the 17th century for the second time after its 
disappearance during the Pleistocene glaciation (STRAS
SER 1999). One has thus to consider that, as in the case of 
M arenaria, B. improvisus could also be a reintroduced 
species. Maybe GtSLEN (1950) is right in supposing that 
B. improvisus reached Europe with trading vessels from 
America. 

After its initial and probably early (re)introduction in 
European waters, the species may have been inh·oduced 
in the 19th century into the Baltic, where it was spreading 
during the past decades (GtSLEN 1950, NtLSSON-CANTELL 
1978, LEPPAKOSKI 1999). But again, the fact that it may 
have been overlooked or not recognised has to be kept in 
mind. 

This species can now be considered as belonging to the 
Belgian Fauna. 

Balanus amphitrite DARWIN, 1854 

B. amphitrite is a cosmopolitan tropical and subh·opical 
species (NEWMAN & Ross 1976) that normally occurs 
intertidally, often in brackish waters (HENRY & 
McLAUGHLIN 1975). It is a typical fouling and harbour 
species, able to withstand low salinity levels (SOUTHWARD 
1975, UTINOMI 1960). It is often abundant in habitats 
exposed to physical stress and pollution (LIPKIN & SA
FRI EL 1971 , SHKEDY et al. 1995, own observations). It is 
even able to withstand oil covering. In the tropical and 
subtropical areas, B. amphitrite occurs abundantly in the 
intertidal zone of sheltered coasts, usually below the 
mean seawater level. In the more nmthern temperate 
areas, such as the Japanese and Californian coasts, the 
species is generally restricted to quiet enclosed bays or 
harbours (UTINOMI 1960). 

The first autochthonous record of this species for Bel
gium was made in 1995 when it was found on a groin in 
Koksijde (KERCKHOI' 1996). One year later, KERCKHOF 
(1997c) observed it in the harbours of Oostende and 
N ieuwpoort. 

Today, this species is very common in the harbour of 
Oostende. It lives on the masonry of the docks and on 
other harbour constmctions. In Oostende this species is 
competing with the other barnacle species occurring in 
the docks. It is also present on the hulls of yachts in the 
docks of the Mercator marina . Especially on the hulls of 
ships, it competes with B. improvisus. In the open marina 
ofNieuwpomt, the species is present only on the hulls of 
yachts. Until now, it has not been found in the harbour of 
Zeebrugge. 

Specimens are also regularly present on buoys in Bel
gi ans waters, although not in high numbers. It is most 
common on the buoys close to the coast. 

During former years, there were also records of single 
specimens washed ashore on the beach (own obs. , VAN 
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HAELEN, pers. comm.). Finally, the species is present on 
floating objects. 

Although there are fossil European records of this 
species, B. amphitrite presumably disappeared after the 
Messinian salinity crisis. Thus, also in the case of B. 
amphitrite, it is unclear where and when it was reinh·o
duced - probably first in the Mediterranean - in Europe 
(CARRIOL, in prep.). DARWIN (1845) already mentioned 
the species from the Mediterranean and the Portuguese 
coast. The first record for the Channel area however dates 
from the early 19 hundreds (PRENANT 1929). 

B. amphitrite was recorded for the first time in the 
Southern Bight of the North Sea in 1962 (BORGHOUTS
BIERSTEKER 1969). Later, it was found on several other 
places in the Netherlands (HUWAE 1985). In 1983, the 
species was observed for the first time in the harbour of 
Dunkerque (DAVOULT et al. 1993) where it is now very 
abundant in the whole harbour (own obs.). In the eastern 
Channel, BISHOP (1950) found it in Shoreham in 1937, the 
most northern observation at that time (CRISP & MOLES
WORTH 1951 ). All of these records were made in harbour 
environments where the water temperature was artifi
cially raised. 

The first French and Belgian records were probably 
made far too late to deduce the true appearance date of B. 
amphitrite in the eastern part of the Chaimel and the 
southern North Sea. Indeed, material from the Royal 
Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences showed that in 
1952 LELOUP collected some specimens near an oyster 
farm in the harbour of Oostende. These have later been 
misidentified as Megabalanus tintinnabulum and the re
cord remained unpublished. 

Along the western European coasts, B. amphitrite was 
considered as a species mainly living in harbours and, in 
the eastern Channel and the southern N011h Sea, in en
vironments where the temperahtre was artificially raised 
(BISHOP 1950, SOUTHWARD & CRISP 1963 , HAYWARD & 
RYLAND 1999). In contrast herewith, B. amphitrite lives 
in Belgian waters in conditions where the temperature is 
not artificially raised and even outside harbours, in fully 
marine conditions. The occurrence on a groin may have 
been an exceptional event. Here, the competition with the 
better adapted Semibalanus balanoides and especially 
Elminius is too harsh so that it may be difficult for this 
species to establish viable populations. But the presence 
of two-year-old and/or gravid individuals on the buoys 
(KERCKHOF & CA TTRIJSSE 2002) indicates that the species 
is able to reproduce outside harbom areas. 

Balanus reticulatus UTINOMI, 1967 

UTfNOMI ( 1967) described Balanus reticulatus originally 
from Japan, where it occuned in fully marine conditions 
(UTINOMI 1967 & 1970). He remarked that it probably 
had a world-wide distribution due to transportation by 
ships, but stated that the species was often not recognised 
due to the resemblance with espec ially B. amphitrite. 

[tis a well-known circumtropical fouling form (SOUTH
WARD 1975, HEN RY & MCLA UGHLIN 1975). YAMAGUCHI 

(1977) noted that in Japanese waters, where B. reticulatus 
and B. amphitrite are often occurring together, the former 
was mainly found on floating objects and sometimes in 
the lower inte11idal region. B. amphitrite was more abun
dant in bays with little oceanic influence, while B. reti
culatus was dominant in bays facing the open ocean. It is 
highly probable that B. amphitrite wcs a newcomer in 
historical age and now is competing with B. reticulatus. 
However, SOUTHWARD (1975) noted that in Caribbean 
waters, it was less a fouling species than B. amphitrite 
and was mostly restricted to sublitoral conditions, with 
nonnal or moderate salinity. 

This species was not recorded in the North Sea before 
the study of the buoys off the Belgian coast. During that 
survey, 5 living specimens were found on the Kwintebank 
buoy (KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE 2002). 

SoUTHWARD & CRISP (1963) already remarked that this 
species (figured as B. amphitrite variety) was a likely 
candidate for inh·oduction in European waters, due to its 
occurrence on ships throughout the tropics. In the 
Mediterranean, it was sampled at the Toulon harbour in 
1977, in the fouling community of a ship arriving from 
the Indian Ocean (ZIBROWIUS 1991 ). ZEVfNA & PoL TA
RUKHA (1999) also recorded it in the Black Sea with the 
same origin and in analogous conditions. During the 
summer of 2000, I found many living specimens on the 
hull of a Belgian Navy vessel one month after its return 
from the East-Indian archipelago. 

Because B. reticulatus belongs to the B. amphitrite 
group, it may indeed spread to new regions and even 
replace other species. However, there are indications that 
although being a common fouler, it is apparently difficult 
for this species to establish new populations. Illush·ative 
of this is that it failed to establish in northern Tasmanian 
and Australian waters (CRANFIELD et al. 1998, COUTTS 
1999), although it was by far the most common exotic 
cirriped encountered by CouTTs (1999) in his investiga
tion of the fouling of .merchant vessels entering these 
waters. These observations make a possible establishment 
of B. reticulatus, in analogy with those of B. improvisus 
and B. amphitrite in Belgian waters, unlikely. 

As yet, I do not regard this species as belonging to the 
Belgian fauna. 

Balanus variegatus DARWIN, 1854 

B. variegatus was recorded twice by KERCKHOF & CAT
TRIJSSE (2002) from 2 buoys off the Belgian coast, re
spectively in 1997 and 1999. The species had not been 
observed before in the North Sea. -

This Indo-Pacific species, native to the Indo-Malayan 
region and Australia, i" nlso typically found on man-made 
structures in rather sheltered bay waters (UTINOMI 1968, 
FosTER 1978). Like B. amphitrite, it is mainly a harbom 
species, being able to withstand varying salinities and 
pollution (HENRY & MCLAUG HLIN 1975). 

Similar to the observations of Balanus amphitrite, 
KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE (2002) found gravid and two
year-old individuals indicating a potential to maintain 
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self-sustaining and self-regulating populations within the 
area. 

As yet I do not regard this species as belonging to the 
Belgian fauna. 

Balanus perforatus BRUGUIERE, 1789 

This species is an eastern Atlantic warm water species, 
occurring commonly in the Mediterranean (RELINI 1980, 
KouKOURAS & MATSA 1998). Its range extends southward 
to the north-western coast of Africa. Along the English 
Channel, it occurs up to the Isle of Wight (STUBB!NGS 
1967). 

B. pe1joratus is a shallow water species, common on 
wave-exposed shores. It is usually found near the low 
water mark and does not extend far into the subtidal zone. 
Near the northern limit of its distribution, it tends to be 
confined to the sublittoral zone and to embayed locations 
(BASS!NDALE 1964). 

PELSENEER (1882) gives autochthonous records from 
the Belgian coast. He reports finding this characteristic 
barnacle, although not abundant, in 1882 on the piers of 
Blankenberge and Oostende. Amongst the common white 
species of intertidal barnacles, different to B. perfordtits, 
the presence of this species was conspicuous. MAITLAND 
(1897) includes this species in his checklist, defining that 
B. pe1joratus was only known from Belgium. However, 
LAME ERE ( 1895) does not mention the species and it is 
also omitted in the checklist by VAN FRAUSUM (1989). 

In 1982, its presence was noted in the harbour of 
Boulogne (DAVOULT et al. 1993). However, despite in
tense searching during the past years in the lower inter
tidal on the artificial substrata along the Belgian coast, I 
could not find any B. pe1joratus. There are also no Dutch 
intertidal records. 

In the southern North Sea, the species is regularly 
found on floating objects washed ashore (PELSENEER 
188 1, HuwAE 1985, own observations). In 1978, it was 
recorded from buoys off the Dutch coast (BUIZER 1978 & 
1980). KERCKHOF & CA TTRJJSSE (2002) observed the 
species twice on buoys in Belgian waters. During occa
sional investigations of the offshore buoys during the last 
three years, I have found the species again on one occa
sion in 2002. 

However, it seems improbable that this species will be 
ab le to establish important populations along the Belgian 
coast, e.g. on the groins. In the lower shore regions of the 
Southern Bight, it could be in severe competition with B. 
crenatus where the latter is the dominant species. The 

. hatching period of nauplii of B. crenatus starts earlier and 
lasts longer than that of B. pe1joratus. The period of 
settling of the cyprids is a lso later and shorter in B. 
pe1joratus (BASSINDALE 1964). This might cause difficul
ties for B. petforatus to establish itself on the groins or 
other artific ial intertidal substrata along the Belgian 
coast. Furthermore, the groins are not wave beaten 
enough to let it form stable populations and probably 
the load of suspended material in the coastal waters of 
the Southern Bight is also too heavy. B ut apparently, the 
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offshore buoys can provide a suitable habitat for B. 
pe1joratus. 

It could be that B. pe1joratus spread temporally to the 
north-east in the last century, that its range declined again 
short afterwards, and that the species is now once more 
extending its distribution north-eastwards due to more 
favourable climate conditions. ThP.Jefore, this species 
should be regarded as a vagrant. 

As B. pe1joratus was observed several times in Belgian 
coastal waters even with gravid specimens, I consider this 
species as belonging to the Belgian fauna. 

Balanus trigonus DARWIN, 1854 

This species is a cosmopolitan inhabitant of tropical and 
warm temperate seas. The species is common in the 
Mediterranean (RELINI 1980, KOUKOURAS & MATSA 
1998). In the eastern Atlantic, the northern limit of its 
distribution is believed to lie somewhere along the Atlan
tic coast of the Iberian Peninsula (ZULLO 1992). 

B. trigonus is sometimes recorded from intertidal zones 
but is more common in the sublittoral. It has been found 
growing on a variety of substrates: on the external skele
tons of living invertebrates, inside sponges and some
times completely covering all sorts of floating objects. 
It is a elllyhaline species but is relatively intolerant to 
both high and low temperatures (WERNER 1967). In the 
MeditetTanean and on the Atlantic coast of Africa, it often 
occurs together with B. pe1joratus (ZULLO 1992). 

According to ZULLO (1992), the species seems to ex
pand its geographical range northwards in the Atlantic. 
He suggests that the species was introduced into the 
South Atlantic in the late 1860's by ships from the Pacific 
and Indian Ocean and assumes that it was brought to the 
Central and North Atlantic by whaling ships. DARW!N 
(1854) did not mention B. trigonus from the MeditetTa
nean, where the species was not recorded until the 1920's. 
It was unknown to the Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the U.S. 
until the 1950's. 

During their survey, KERCKHOF & CATTRJJSSE (2002) 
found only one empty specimen on an offshore buoy. For 
the southern North Sea no autochthonous records are 
available. Only one record of a specimen on a drifting 
object was made for the Netherlands (ADEMA 1990). As a 
common biofouler, the . species was recorded several 
times in Great Britain on ships returning from wanner 
areas and on drifting objects (BISHOP 1947, BASSINDALE 
1964). 

I do not regard this species as belonging to the Belgian 
fauna. · 

Elminius modestus D ARWIN, 1954 

E. modestus is native to Austral ia, Tasmania and New 
Zealand, where it is a conunon coastal bamacle, avoiding 
extreme wave beaten conditions. It is often a dominant 
barnacle in harbour fouling communities (FOSTER 1978). 
This species reached Europe between 1940 and 1943 
(BISHOP 1947, CRISP 1958). In the next decades, it rapidly 
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spread all over the European coasts and even to other 
places in the world like South Africa and Japan, but the 
species is not yet recorded from the Mediterranean (Kou
KOURAS & MATSA 1998). The introduction of E. modestus 
in Europe is well-documented. 

This species is mentioned for the first time in relation 
to the Belgian fauna by LELOUP & LEFEVERE ( 1952). lt 
was observed in 1950, attached to a ship's hull , but it may 
have been present already earlier. 

Elminius is now by far the most common bamacle of 
the Belgian fauna, occtm-ing in a variety of habitats and 
competing with all the other species. Also on most of the 
offshore buoys, Elminius is the most abundant species 
(KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE 2002). Only subtidal offshore 
substrata are not colonised by this species and remain the 
exclusive habitat of B. crenatus. But on the groins, Elmi
nius is present in almost the entire intertidal range, ex
cepted the lowest littoral zone. In damp places, Elminius 
even occurs above S. balanoides. In contrary to the latter, 
Elminius can be found epizoic on the shells of living 
Littorina littorea in the intertidal zone. 

This species thanks part of it success to its great 
fecundity. Furthermore, the release and settlement of its 
larvae, although starting later in the season, lasts much 
longer. Thus, Elminius is able to occupy every open space 
left or arisen for some reason later in the season. This is 
clearly an advantage on such artificial habitats as ports 
and groins where space is limited, but where on the other 
hand the substrate surface is subject to frequent abrading 
for example by mooring vessels, or, as on the groins, by 
destruction of the earlier settled sp.ecimens due to crow
ding, smothering or other events. 

E. modestus is now a well-established member of the 
Belgian fauna. 

Megabalanus tintinnabulwn (LINNEAUS, 1758) 

This is a cosmopolitan species in warm seas. According 
to NEWMAN & Ross ( 1978), its distribution is mainly 
natural. 

M. tintinnabulum is one of the best known sessile 
bamacles and like Balanus amphitrite it is a well-known 
fouling species. For three or four hundred years, it has 
constantly been brought into almost every port in the 
world. There are many records from the l81h and 191h 

century, whereby most specimens originate from fouling 
on ship's hulls. As such, it is well represented in many 
museum collections like that of the Royal Belgian Insti 
tute of Natural Sciences. 

It was thus not a surprise that this cosmopolitan species 
has been recorded several times washed ashore on the 
Dutch and Belgian coasts (PELSENEER 1881 a & b, 
HOLTHUIS & HEEREBOUT 1972). Besides obviously look
ing old, maybe even fossil , specimens - the species is 
present with beautiful and well preserved specimens in 
the Pliocene of Antwerpen - several fresh looking speci
mens have been reported during the past decades, washed 
ashore on the Belgian coast (own obs .). 

Between 1997 and 1999, M. tintinnabulum was present 

on three different buoys off the Belgian coast (KERCKHOF 
& CATTRJJSSE 2002). Sttrprisingly, these records were the 
first autochthonous records for the Belgian coast and also 
for the southern North Sea, because BurzER's records of 
M. tintinnabulum (BUIZER 1980) for the Dutch coast 
were, as K.ERCKHOF & CATTRJJSSE (2002) pointed out, in 
fact M. coccopoma. Additionally, during 2001, living 
specimens of M. tintinnabulum have been found again 
on 3 occasions on offshore buoys. 

In view of the several findings of this species in Bel
gian waters, M. tintinnabulum can now be regarded as 
belonging to the Belgian fauna. Interesting is the fact that 
this species was present on several very near shore buoys 
making a possible occunence on the groins likely. 

Megabalanus coccopoma (DARWIN, 1854) 

M. coccopoma originates from the tropical eastern Pacific 
coasts of Central and South America. SOUTHWARD & 
N EWMAN (1977) state that the species has an uncertain 
distribution, but that it was once possibly endemic to the 
tropical eastern Pacific. The species has been "success
fully" introduced in Southem Brazil (LACOMBE & MON
TEIRO 1974). It is a common littoral bamacle found in 
shallow marine waters (NEWMAN & Mc CONNAUGHEY 
1987). 

KERCKHOF & CATTR!JSSE (2002) found this species on 
quite a number of buoys and on one occasion in relatively 
high numbers. These should have been the first records of 
this species for the North Sea but during the seventies of 
the past century, M. coccopoma occuned already on 
buoys off the Dutch coast. However BuiZER ( 1978 & 
1980), who repm1ed this findings , failed to make a conect 
detennination. As K.ERCKHOF & CATTRJJSSE (2002) 
pointed out, the specimens firstly named by BUIZER 
(1978) as Balanus pe1joratus and in a later revision of 
the same material as M. tintinnabulum (BUIZER 1980), in 
fact proved to be M. coccopoma. 

According to NEWMAN & McCONNAUGHEY (1987), M. 
coccopoma is a typical fouling species prefening 
clean man-made structmes to settle. It shares this feature 
with other members ~f the Megabalanus tintinnabulum 
group. But there are little published records of this 
species as a hull fouler perhaps due to its restricted 
distribution or to confusion with other species. NEWMAN 
& Mc CONNAUGHEY (1987) state further that M. coccopo
ma is an unlikely candidate for transport with ballast 
water. 

The first European record of this species was made in 
1851 in Le Havre, probably originating from a ship ' s hull 
(NILSSON-CANTELL 1932). 

Given its restricted distribution, one could argue that 
the occunence of th is species in the coastal waters is due 
to the settlement of larvae released by individuals occm
ring within the area. Indeed, K ERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE 
(2002) found two-year-old and gravid individuals, a rea
son to believe that this species has the potential of form
ing a self-sustaining population within the southern North 
Sea. 
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Thus, although M coccopoma was initially a species 
with a limited distribution, it seems to have a consider
able spreading potential as is illustrated with its occur
rence in the North Sea. 

In view of the several findings of this species in Bel
gian waters and in the Southern Bight of the North Sea, 
M. coccopoma can now be regarded as belonging to the 
Belgian fauna. 

Semibalanus balanoides (LINNEAUS, 1767) 

S. balanoides lives in the intertidal zones of the boreo
artic regions of the Atlantic and Pacific oceans (NEWMAN 
& Ross 1976, ZULLO 1979). 

Along the Belgian coast, S. balanoides is very common 
in the inte11idal zone, forming a characteristic belt on hard 
substrata in the upper shore regions. It occurs also to 
some extend in harbours, but not in closed docks, where 
the salinity might be too variable and the pollution too 
high. In the lower intertidal zone, the species is replaced 
by B. crenatus. Now, S. balanoides suffers from severe 
competition of the alien species Elminius modestus. The 
latter is now fanning a broad belt between S. balanoides 
and B. crenatus. On the groins, S. balanoides can only 
survive because the one and only settlement of its larvae 
occurs in early spring, in March, i.e. much earlier than the 
settlement of Elminius ' larvae. Afterwards Elminius ' lar
vae will settle and occupy all free places. 

Apart from competition with Elminius, S. balanoides 
might also suffer form the changing climate as higher 
temperatures will affect the level of reproductive output, 
settlement and recruitment of this species (SouTHWARD et 
al. 1995). 

The species is never present on subtidal structures such 
as wrecks, stones etc. Records from such habitats are thus 
enoneous and mainly due to the fact that one of the 2 
described forms of S. balanoides (DARWIN 1854, STUB
SINGS 1975) ve1y much resembles B. crenatus. Especially 
if one disposes only of removed specimens i.e. without 
the calcareous base typical for B. crenatus, and without 
prior noting the presence of such a structure. 

On the other hand, S. balanoides is sometimes present 
on floating objects. And rather surprisingly the species 
was frequently present on the buoys off the Belgian coast, 
even on those far away (KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE 2002). 
There, the specimens apparently grew much larger than in 
its usual and well-known intertidal habitat. When looking 
at the moment of depositing of those buoys on which S. 
balanoides was abundant, they always were laid out early 

·in the year. Also here, the early settlement of this species 
proves to be an advantage in the competition with the 
other species. 

This species can be regarded as native to the Belgian 
fauna. 

Solidobalanus fallax (BROCH, 1927) 

This species is native to the African west coast. SOUTH
WARD ( 1998) discovered it for the fi rst time in European 
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waters in the eastern Channel where it occuned on the 
shells of Chlamys opercularis (SOUTHWARD 1995). 

Living specimens of this species are sometimes present 
on various floating objects originating from the Channel 
and stranding on Belgian beaches when there is an influx 
of such material (own obs.). 

Although this species may have been overlooked or 
confused with other barnacle species like B. crenatus, B. 
venus/us or B. petforatus (SOUTHWARD 1995, KERKCHOF 
1997b) it is rather surprising that it was not recorded 
earl ier from other European coasts. Recent investiga
tions made clear that this species is ve1y common along 
the coasts of Spain, Portugal and the French Atlantic 
(KERCK.HOF, in prep.). Besides on Chlamys opercularis 
and other shells, this species often lives on lobster or crab 
pots, octopus pots or floating objects. This explains the 
repeated records of this species dming the last decade on 
floating objects washed ashore on the Belgian beaches. 

Discussion 

In former days, the Belgian barnacle fauna received little 
or no attention, at least not the Balanomorpha. Even 
renowned scientists as VAN BENEDEN and PELSENEER 
were not able to provide a complete list of the common 
species occUlTing along the Belgian coast, leaving the 
balanomorph barnacles often unnamed, e.g. VAN BENE
DEN (1883). This is rather surprising since they were able 
to provide species records for some Lepadomorpha or 
Rhizocephala. Obviously, this had nothing to do with a 
lack of interest, but rather with difficulties encountered 
while trying to identify conectly the species. The pu
blication by DARWIN (1854) made such identification 
possible but then, one has to have access to this publica
tion. It lasted until 1895 till the 3 most common species 
occurring in Belgian waters were properly listed (LA
MEERE 1895). HOEK, who made a detailed study of the 
Dutch barnacle fauna - much resembling the Belgian 
situation - in the contrary already provided a complete 
species list for the Dutch fauna in 1875. He clearly had 
DARWIN 's work at his disposal. 

Looking at the evolution of the Belgian balanomorph 
barnacle fauna and abstraction made of those species not 
really belonging to the Belgian fauna, a rather drastical 
augmentation of the number of species is noted. Until 
WW II, only 3 species were common along the Belgian 
coast, namely Semibalanus balanoides, Balanus crenatus 
and B. improvisus. During the fo llowing half ceptmy, 2 
additional species (Elminius modestus and B. amphitrite) 
managed to establish healthy and self-sustaining popula
tions, while 3 others (B. perjoratus, Megabalanus cocco
poma and M. tintinnabulum), although much more scarce 
and apparently restricted to the specific habitat of off
shore buoys, can also be regarded as belonging to the 
Belgian fauna. This makes that the overall number of 
species belonging to the Belgian fauna increased to 8. 
Additionally, the specific habitat of offshore buoys 
yielded autochthonous records of 3 other, not yet estab-
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Iished, species. There are a number of reasons for this 
augmentation. 

As demonstrated above, the majority of these species 
are not native. The intertidal and subtidal habitats occur
ring in Belgian waters originally consist mainly of depos
its of soft sediments such as sandbanks and sandy bea
ches. Therefore, one could argue that, since barnacles are 
typical foulers on hard substrata in the intertidal zone, in 
fact all barnacle species occurring along the Belgian coast 
and the southern North Sea are not native. This statement 
is not really true. In fact there always existed some natural 
hard substrata occurring off the Belgian coast, consisting 
of pebbles and boulders in tide swept areas and some
times peat. And for some Balanomorpha other living 
organisms such as crabs can very well act as a substratum 
for their settlement as it is the case for example for B. 
crenatus. Also in the littoral zone and even without hu
man interference, there were natural hard structures pre
sent, e.g. wood trunks, mussel beds, peat. JacQUE & VAN 
DAM ME ( 1971) found on the now disappeared intertidal 
peat beds on the beach of Raversijde abundant numbers 
of E. modestus and B. crenatus, but noS. balanoides. In 
earlier excavations along the Belgian coastal plain 
dating around the 9111 century, the remains of S. bala
noides and B. crenatus were present (own obs.). 

Thus, of the 11 species encountered, only S. balanoides 
and B. crenatus are native to the Belgian fauna. Later, due 
to the construction of many coastal defence works such as 
groins, dikes and harbours , they became gradually more 
abundant. Moreover, all these man made constructions, 
together with others such as buoys arid wrecks, provide 
suitable substrates for several new and exotic species. 

This augmentation of the number of balanomorph spe
cies due to the occurrence of exotic species is clearly 
related to shipping. Traditionally, shipping has been con
sidered a major introduction pathway (CARL TON 1998). 
The amount of transoceanic shipping increased enor
mously and modem vessels tend to move faster. Cinipe
dia can be transported as fouling on the hulls of the ships 
or as larvae in ballast water. The southern North Sea has a 
dense ship traffic. Off the Belgian coast, there is also an 
anchorage area where ships await piloting to the harbours 
of Zeebrugge, Vlissingen or Antwerpen. Larvae may 
originate from gravid individuals present on the hulls of 
the waiting ships. Even if treated with antifouling, most 
vessels are carrying a - sometimes important - fouling 
community including barnacles. Moreover there are par
ticular regions on ships' hulls like, among others, sea 
chests, that are very susceptible for fouling (COUTTS 
1999). 

In the same context, the increasing number of pleasure 
crafts and yachts fonn an important spreading pathway. 
The repeatedly introduction and spreading of B. amphi
trite is probably due to the movements of pleasure crafts 
between the various European marinas. I could in many 
cases observe the presence of this species on the hulls of 
yachts, some of them coming from the France Atlantic 
coast and even from the Mediterranean. 

But barnacle larvae also may originate from ballast 

water (e.g. CARLTON 1985, CARLTON & GELLER 1993 , 
LAVOIE et al. 1999). In most cases, ships start emptying 
their ballast water already before entering the coastal 
zone. Indeed, many of the exotic species are littoral or 
harbour species that are susceptible to be transported in 
ballast water. One might question whether, after the 
long stay in the ballast tanks , the larvae are sti ll viable 
and able to settle in the new environment. NEWMAN & 
McCONNAUGHEY (1987) for instance strongly doubt that 
M coccopoma is capable of surviving in ballast water. 

Over the past decades, the importance of hull fouling as 
a major vector for the transfer of marine organisms has 
been overshadowed by the importance of ballast water. 
But I believe that in the case of barnacles, hull fouling is 
the most frequently used pathway for introduction. 

Besides travelling with ships and favourable physical 
factors, recent climate changes favour the establishment 
and survival of subtropical and tropical species in the 
coastal waters of Europe. There is the phenomenon of 
global warming (e.g. DELWORTH & KNUTSON 2000). For 
example, the past decade was the warmest of the century 
for the North Sea and the mean sea temperatures during 
the first half of the year have been higher than dming the 
previous three decades (O'BRIEN et al. 2000). Conse
quently, wann water species may survive or reproduce 
and the larval stage has a better chance of survival and 
settlement. Small increases in temperature may already 
cause improved reproduction conditions for some of the 
species under consideration (PLA TEL & CRISP 1960). 
Yearly and decadal cycles in temperature fluctuations 
have an effect on the abundance and the occunence of 
barnacles (SOUTHWARD 1991, SOUTHWARD et al. 1995). 

The augmentation of the number of species has also to 
do with the study of specific habitats. Recent investiga
tions of the fouling in the Belgian harbours revealed the 
common occunence of B. amphitrite and the study of the 
offshore buoys (KERCKHOF & CATTRIJSSE 2002, ButZER 
1978) revealed, beside the 5 common coastal species, the 
presence of 6 additional species, although much more 
scarce and apparently restricted to this specific habitat. 
Two of these species, M. tintinnabulum and M. coccopo
ma, belonging to the "titinnabulum" group have now 
been found regularly with matme and gravid individuals. 
Two other species, B. reticulatus and B. variegatus, have 
been found only occasionally, but also with mature and 
gravid individuals. Considering the expansive behaviour 
of some other members of the "amphitrite" group to 
which they belong, one can imagine that they could 
become more common in the future. Finally, one of the 
species present on the buoys in the area is a vagrant 
expanding its range and finding in the buoys a suitable 
substrate to live. In general, the buoys provide an ideal 
habitat for barnacles: all species tend to grow faster and 
become larger. 

Another remark that can be made is that, although there 
is definitely competition due to the increasing number of 
species - in fact in some harbours alien species are 
competing with each other - apparently no species are 
outcompeted yet. Some of the recorded species occur 
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predominantly in man-made and heavily disturbed habi
tats. Such substrates are in general vety suitable for 
invasive species (DEN HARTOG & VAN DER VELDE 
1987). Due to competition, some species are pressed to 
more unfavourable habitats like harbours. There, some 
species are even becoming abundant, like species of the 
B. amphitrite group, although this is obviously not their 
most favourable habitat. In harbour environments with 
many man-made constructions, only those species can 
survive that are able to withstand harsh conditions or 
very specific condition like low salinities. The often made 
statement as if they should prefer man-made construc
tions is not correct. Another relevant fact is that the 
Atlantic, being the youngest ocean, has had the least time 
to develop a broad selection of endemic species. Species 
are still spreading, filling in new unoccupied niches. Man 
is just fastening this process. More exotic species may 
thus take advantage of the favourable habitat character
istics of the buoys and the recent climate changes. 

Regarding the evolution in the barnacle group and the 
rapid spreading of several species, all over the world, 
maybe we can expect that one day or another, other 
species will be encountered in Belgian waters which .· 
could even be able to establish viable populations. There 
are of course many candidates but especially species from 
the "tintinnabulum" group such as M. tulipiformis 
(ELLIS, 1758) or from the "amphitrite" group such as 
B. eburneus GouLD, 1841 are possible candidates. We 
found M tulipiformis along the coast of Portugal and it is 
known from the Bay ofBiscay (KlsH 1958). B. eburneus 
has been recorded in the Netherlands (STOCK 1995). This 
American subtropical species was probably introduced in 
Europe during the last century. It is now locally common 
in harbours in Spain and the French Atlantic coast 
(BISHOP eta/. 1957, SOUTHWARD & CRISP 1963). The spe
cies was also present in 1997 on the hull of a yacht in the 
harbour ofNieuwpoort that returned from the Caribbean. 

A rising of the temperature will lead to latitudinal shifts 
in the species distribution (SOUTHWARD et al. 1995). 
Apparently this is already demonstrated by the cases of 
B. perforatus and Solidobalanus fallax. But this could 
also be the case for other southern European species, like 
for example members of the "chthamalus" group. These 
warm water species reach their north eastern limit some
where in the entry of the eastern Channel. 

New records of species also raise the question as to 
whether they have been introduced or whether they re
present natural extensions in range or have always been 
present but undetected. Thus it will also be necessary to 
examine not only fossil, but also archaeological material 
in order to detect the moment of introduction of some 
balanomorph species. Fortunately we are dealing with 
organisms that leave fossil traces easy to study. 

Finally, what became also clear is that if we want to be 
able to detect changes in the distribution of species, it is 
very important first ly that the autochthonous fauna is 
well-known and secondly that new introductions are read
ily and correctly recorded, thus emphasizing the necessity 
of correct identifications and reliable records. Otherwise 
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such possible underlying processes as climatic changes 
could not adequately be revealed. 
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